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Chapter

Research of Lightweight 
Structures for Sandwich Core 
Model
Jeongho Choi

Abstract

The objective of this chapter is to focus on finding mechanical properties for two 
models defined as core-filled model (Type 1) and core-spaced model (Type 2) cre-
ated by direct metal laser sintering (DMLS). Applied material is aluminum alloy 
AlSi10Mg powder and each model is created as a vertical additive manufacturing with 
DMLS. After quasi-static compression, Type 1 showed 19% higher elastic modulus, 
12% higher compressive yield strength, and 51.6% higher elongation than Type 2. By 
uniaxial compressive test, there found two issues that can be the reasons to make weaker 
models by 3D printing were found: melted metals by DMLS are not connected with each 
other preciously and a space in additive layer when additive manufacturing makes a 
shape of specimen. In addition, anisotropy is the significant factor to decide stiffness or 
strength. In nearby future, various kinds of unit models such as core-filled or core-
spaced model hope to be made a sandwich core structure and to be investigating more 
deeply about bending or shear properties continuously. In the near future, it is hoped 
that we see more upgraded 3D printing techniques for making aerospace materials.

Keywords: cellular solids, open cell unit model, closed cell unit model, honeycomb, 
stiffness, strength

1. Introduction

Generally, solid is composed of stereoscopic structure. The stereoscopic struc-
ture is a model based on two-dimension, three-dimension, and four-dimension in a 
space. The two-dimension is two axis like horizontal direction and vertical direc-
tion in a plane. The three-dimensional structure has three axes such as x, y, and z 
coordination, for instance, a vector. The four-dimensional structure has four axes 
such as optical illusion, for example, a cubic box. If the box is torn at every corner, 
then it can make a two-dimensional plane. If it is folded up, it can make a cubic box. 
This is called as tesseract, hypercube, or 8-cell regular octachoron. These are based 
on a geometrical concept in mathematics. It is the four-dimensional object called as 
hypercube or tesseract shown in Figure 1.

Applications of the hypercube were shape or size optimization for non-probabilistic 
description of uncertainty as computer aided optimum design of structure [1], opti-
mal communication algorithms for hypercubes [2], parallel computing on a hypercube 
[3], structure connectivity [4], and so on.

It is interested in to create a unit cell model like honeycomb or open-cell in a 
sandwich core structure.
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Hypercube originates from a point, which is a hypercube of dimension zero [5, 6].  
If the point moves to another point, it makes a line, which is a unit hypercube of dimen-
sion one. If the line moves out in a perpendicular direction, it makes a square, which is 
a unit hypercube of dimension two. If the square moves to a perpendicular direction, it 
makes a cube, which is a unit hypercube of dimension three. And if the cube moves to 
the fourth dimension, it is called a four-dimensional hypercube as a unit tesseract.

In the engineering material field, one of the simplest lightweight truss model is 
truss cubic, which is defined by Gibson and Ashby [7]; it is a model of hexagonal 
truss to define an ideal solution for honeycomb, open cell, or closed cell model. 
This is based on the three-dimensional stereoscopic structure. It can create a model 
which is hypercube truss model composed of a hexagonal truss inside and a hexago-
nal truss inside. Thus, this paper is focused on studying the hypercube concept to 
make a unit model to apply for a sandwich core structure.

If tesseract is composed of two regular hexahedrons, i.e., one is for outer struc-
ture and the other is for inner structure, with or without diagonal truss, then two 
types of model can be defined such as the core-filled or the core-spaced shape. That 
is, it depends with or without a truss in a diagonal direction. Therefore, this paper is 
focused on studying two models defined as Type 1 and Type 2.

According to the reported papers on the mechanical properties of structures that 
are 3D printed with powders recently, there are advantages and disadvantages.

The merits are to make a shape easily, to save time, to create a complex shape 
without any limited shape, and to make a high-quality part for the application in 
the aerospace or biomedical industry. Demerits are a high cost to create a product, 
a limited space to make a product, a limited materials such as metal powders, a 
required high quality equipment to produce high quality product, a need to hire a 
professional engineers to take control the equipment, etc.

Three-dimensional printing skill is not a magic to create anything; it requires tech-
niques to be used with materials. The most important is what the application is. Thus, 
depending on the skills of the materials, the quality of a product is decided. Recently, 
3D printing skill is announced as a revolution in manufacturing technique and it has 
been developed more and more. From the beginning of the skill, it is defined various 
techniques like fused deposition modeling (FDM) [8, 10], selective laser sintering (SLS) 
[9], direct light processing (DLP) [7, 8, 12], stereolithography (SLA) [11, 13], laminated 
object manufacturing (LOM) [11, 14], stereolithography (SL) [14], mask projec-
tion stereolithography (MPSL) [14], three-dimensional printing (3DP) [14], droplet 

Figure 1. 
Schematic of a hypercube.
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deposition manufacturing (DDM) [14], and fused filament fabrication (FFF) [15, 16]. 
Based on these techniques, new skills are currently being developed and announced.

Nowadays, a common skill of the 3D printing is direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) 
[17, 18]. It uses laser with metal powders, which is Laser beam melt metal powders to be 
droplet as liquid status. The drip metal is added layer by layer to make a shape.

To validate mechanical properties, tension and compression with a specimen 
made by ASTM standard are required. Many researchers found a specimen made by 
3D printing have anisotropy and they shows mechanical properties are not shown in 
constant. They carried out experiments with different materials and with 3D print-
ing. However, they show different properties depending on the 3D skill, equipment, 
applying material, additive manufacturing speeding, and so on. There are many 
kinds of effective variables [19–24].

This chapter concentrated on the investigation of stiffness or strength for unit 
cell models made by DMLS 3D printing. And it is hope to find mechanical proper-
ties of various unit models to make a sandwich core structure.

2. Hypercube models

For designed models, it is defined as an ideal mathematical solution. Based on the 
previous researchers, lattice or truss model defined as open cell model may have a cor-
relation between relative elastic modulus as a function of relative density or between 
relative compressive yield strength as a function of relative density. Thus, Figure 2 
shows Type 1 and Type 2 shape. The next section shows details on stiffness or strength 
for both the models. Type 1 is core-filled model and Type 2 is a core-spaced model. 
Each model is created by the DMLS technique. And then both models are tested by 
compression. Before experimental testing for Type 1 and Type 2, they are checked for 
material properties of a specimen based on ASTM E8/E8M [25]. The specimen is made 
by DMLS and then tested by tension and compression to check the material properties.

3. 3D printing equipment (DMLS)

It used 3D printing machine which is defined as EOS M290. This is the DMLS 
(Direct Metal Laser Sintering) skill to make a specimen. It has a property sum-
marized in Table 1. It shows more detailed information for the equipment. Among 

Figure 2. 
Samples made by the 3D printing DMLS skill: (1) is Type 1 and (2) is Type 2.
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these, one of the most important factors is building volume and power supply for the 
laser. Maximum size of volume to make a model is 250 mm × 250 mm × 325 mm. To 
make a good quality model, volume size must be 200 mm × 200 mm × 300 mm at 
least. And laser type is Yb fiber laser with 40 Watt, scanning speed is up to 7.0 m/s, 
and power supply is 32 ampere with 400 Volt. In addition, more information for 
the equipment such as dimensions, weight, software, applying materials, etc., is 
described in the table, especially, materials that have been developing continuously. 
Now they can obtain materials like aluminum alloy, cobalt chrome, nickel alloy, stain-
less steel, and titanium alloy. These are based on powder type.

Technical data for aluminum alloy is shown in Table 1 and 3D printing machine, 
EOS M290, based on DMLS skill.

4. Material properties (powder)

Applied material properties in this paper is aluminum alloy, which is AlSi10Mg. 
Based on ASTM E8M, specimens for compression and tension are made by the 
DMLS (direct metal laser sintering) 3D printing technique. Figure 3 shows speci-
mens after tensile test.

Technical data EOS M290

Building volume 

(mm)

250 × 250 × 325

Laser type (W) Yb fiber laser; 40

Precision optics F-theta lens; high-speed scanner

Scanning speed 

(m/s)

Up to 7.0

Focus diameter (μm) 100

Power supply (A/V) 32/400

Power consumption 

(kW)

Max. 8.5/average 2.4/with platform heating up to 3.2

Inert gas supply 

(hPa)

7000

Dimensions W × D × H

System (mm) 2500 × 1300 × 2190

Recommended 

installation space 

(mm)

Min 4800 × 3600 × 2900

Weight(kg) In approx. 1250

Software EOSTATE Everywhere, EOSPRINT incl. EOS PArameterEditor

Materials EOS Aluminum AlSi10Mg, EOS CobaltChrome MP1, EOS Maraging Steel MS1, 

EOS NickelAlloy HX, EOS NickelAlloy IN625, EOS NickelAlloy IN718, EOS 

StainlessSteel CX, EOS StainlessSteel PH1, EOS StainlessSteel 17-4PH, EOS 

StainlessSteel 316 L, EOS Titanium Ti64, EOS Titanium Ti64ELI, EOS Titanium 

TiCP Grade2

Optional accessories EOSTATE Monitoring Suite (EOSTATE Laser, EOSTATE PowerBed, EOSTATE 

MeltPool, EOSTATE Exposure OT). Comfort Power Module, IPCM-M extra, 

IPCM-M pro, wet separator blasting cabinet

Table 1. 
Technical data of DMLS equipment.
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AlSi10Mg is a casting alloy and powder type. It can be used in the field for the 
combination of good thermal properties and low weight. Table 2 contains technical 
data for AlSi10Mg powder. It shows general process, geometrical data, physical and 
chemical properties of the parts, mechanical properties of the parts, and thermal 
properties of parts.

Figure 3. 
Specimens made by aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg) after tension test.

Typical achievable part accuracy (μm) ±100

Smallest wall thickness (mm) Approx. 0.3–0.4

Surface roughness, as built, cleaned (μm) Ra 6–10, Rz 30–40

-after micro shot-peening (μm) Ra 7–10, Rz 50–60

Volume rate (mm3/s) 7.4

Physical and chemical properties of the parts

Material composition (wt%) Al (balance), Si (9.0–11.0),  

Fe(≤0.55), Cu(≤0.05), Mn(≤0.45), 

Mg(0.2–0.45), Ni(≤0.05),  

Zn(≤0.10), Pb(≤0.05), Sn(≤0.05), 

Ti(≤0.15)

Relative density (%) Approx. 99.85

Density (g/cm3) 2.67

Mechanical properties of the parts

As built Heat treated

Tensile strength (MPa) In horizontal direction (XY) 460 ± 20 345 ± 10

In vertical direction (Z) 460 ± 20 350 ± 10

Yield strength, 

Rp0.2%(MPa)

In horizontal direction (XY) 270 ± 20 230 ± 20

In vertical direction (Z) 240 ± 20 230 ± 20

Modulus of elasticity 

(GPa)

In horizontal direction (XY) 75 ± 10 70 ± 10

In vertical direction (Z) 70 ± 10 60 ± 10

Elongation at break (%) In horizontal direction (XY) 9 ± 2 12 ± 2

In vertical direction (Z) 6 ± 2 11 ± 2

Hardness (HBW) Approx. 119 ± 5 —

Fatigue strength (MPa) In vertical direction (Z) Approx. 97 ± 7 —

Table 2. 
Technical data for aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg powder (wt = weight, approx. = approximately).
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5. Experimental setup

A mechanical type-universal test machine (UTM) is obtained for the tension 
or compression test. UTM is DTU-900MHA and a mechanical type with a digital 
signal processor (DSP) system as shown in Figure 4. For the tension test, Figure 5 
shows experimental setup in the UTM. It shows uniaxial tensile test with speci-
men made by aluminum ally, AlSi10Mg. Figure 5(1) is a specimen before tensile 
test and Figure 5(2) shows a specimen after the tensile test. Figure 5(2) shows 
a circle which means zoom-out as the right figure. The right figure shows a good 
tested result in the specimen, because it is broken in middle area in the specimen 

Figure 4. 
Universal test machine (UTM) with data collector system.

Figure 5. 
Uniaxial tensile test with specimen made by aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg. Test speeding is set up as 1 mm/min: 
(1) shows a specimen before testing; (2) shows a specimen after testing.
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as setup with mechanical extensometer. Test speeding in the UTM is setup as 
1 mm per a minute.

6. Tension

Making a tensile specimen is based on ASTM E8M standard. The specimens were 
obtained by AlSi10Mg power with the DMSL technique. Each section defined as a let-
ter which shows dimensions on Table 3. Table 3 shows rectangular shape of tension 
test specimens with detail dimensions like the gauge length, width, thickness, radius 
of fillet, overall length, length of reduced section, a length of grip section, and an 
approximate width of grip section. Thus, DMLS made specimens for the tension test.

Totally, three samples made by aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg) marked as 2–1, 2–2, 
2–3 were ready for the tension test, and they were tested by uniaxial tensile testing.

Figure 6 shows specimens after tensile test and results with (a) engineering 
stress-engineering strain for all specimens and (b) stress-strain for 2-2 specimen. 
As you can see, 2–2 specimen shows clearly that the middle point was broken. 
Others were broken in an area of top point or bottom point. Thus, tested data were 
selected for 2–2 specimen because it shows a good fracture.

From the tension test, engineering stress-strain and true stress-strain can be 
defined as shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows a comparison between engineering 
stress-strain and true stress-strain for aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg.

Dimensions of standard specimens, sheet-type [mm]

Gauge length 50.0 ± 0.10

Thickness 3.0

Radius of fillet, min 12.5

Overall length, min 200

Length of reduced section, min 57

Length of grip section, min 50

Width of grip section, approximate 20

Table 3. 
Rectangular tension test specimens based on ASTM E8M.

Figure 6. 
Stress as a function of Stain for Aluminum alloy specimen after tensile test; (a) Engineering stress - Engineering 
strain for all specimens, and (b) Stress-strain for 2-2 specimen.
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In order to do the tension test for AlSi10Mg, it is defined material properties are as 
follows: Young’s modulus is 71.81GPa, yield strength is 155.52 MPa, and ultimate tensile 
strength is 348.32 MPa approximately. These are summarized in Table 4. When the 
Young’s modulus value is compared in Table 2, they almost matched in vertical direc-
tion. That is, it is proved that tensile specimen is created in vertical direction by DMLS.

7. Compression

Specimens for uniaxial compression test are made by the 3D printing DMLS 
technique as shown in Figure 7. It was made by the same equipment as EOS M290 
and the same material as aluminum alloy, AlSi10Mg. The sample size is designed as 
diameter is 10 mm and height is 15 mm as shown in Figure 7. The figure also shows 
real specimens made by aluminum alloy. For the compression test, three specimens 
are ready.

Two specimens are used for the compression test because both samples are 
almost matched in the stress-strain plot shown in Figure 8. Thus, material prop-
erties for the compression test with Al alloy, AlSi10Mg, are defined as follows: 
Young’s modulus is 0.316GPa, yield compressive yield strength is 6.35 MPa, and 
ultimate compressive strength is 179.72 MPa. Figure 8 shows the crushing 6 steps 
within a range of 0–0.6, strains and each step is defined as: ① is elastic range, 

Material Properties Value

AlSi10Mg Young’s modulus (GPa) 71.8

Yield strength (MPa) 155.5

Ultimate tensile strength (MPa) 348.3

Elongation (%) 8.0

Table 4. 
Mechanical properties of AlSi10Mg by tension.

Figure 7. 
Designation and AlSi10Mg specimens for compression test.
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② linear, ③ the 1st plateau, ④ valley, ⑤ the 2nd plateau, and ⑥ densification. Thus, 
Young’s modulus is checked in elastic range ①. Linear ② shows increasing loads. 
Then, 1st plateau shows in ③. In here, loading slowly increase. Valley ④ shows as 
being abruptly dropped, because belly phenomenon happened in the middle of 
15 mm height specimen. It means endurance of applied loading in specimen is 
over. Then, it shows the 2nd plateau as ⑤ where applied loads slowly decreased. 
This means applied stress is distributed in specimen. At the end, densification ⑥ 
is shown.

8. 4D cube mechanical test

There are two types of model for mechanical testing. The two models are core-
spaced model defined as Type 1 and core-filled model defined as Type 2. Figure 2 
shows two samples that are made by the 3D printing DMLS skill. Each sample is 

Figure 8. 
Crushing steps such as ① elastic range, ② linear, ③ 1st plateau, ④ valley, ⑤ 2nd plateau, and ⑥ densification.

Applied 

material

Sample 

type

Sample 

number

Width 

(mm)

Length 

(mm)

Height 

(mm)

Truss 

diameter (mm)

Weight 

(grams)

Outer Inner

AlSi10Mg Type 1 1 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.91

2 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.91

Average 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.91

Type 2 1 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.29

2 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.29

Average 20 20 20 1.5 3 5.29

Difference 11.72%

Table 5. 
Measured weights for Type 1 and Type 2 model made by AlSi10Mg alloy.
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designed as width 20 mm, length 20 mm, height 20 mm, inner truss diameter 
3 mm, and outer truss radius 1.5 mm. Type 1 is core-spaced model shown in 
Figure 2(1) and Type 2 is core-filled model shown in Figure 2(2).

Before the uniaxial compression test, measured weight for Type 1 is 5.91 grams 
and Type 2 is 5.29 grams. Difference between Type 1 and Type 2 is about 11.72% in 
weights. Details are summarized in Table 5.

Applied material is Al alloy and powder type shown in Table 2. Applied speed-
ing in the UTM machine is defined as 2 mm per minute. Type 1 is core-filled model 

Figure 9. 
Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain from uniaxial compression.

Figure 10. 
Uniaxial compression test in UTM for (1) Type 1 and (2) Type 2.
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of test 3 and test 4. Type 2 is core-spaced model of test 1 and test 2. Thus, tested 
result shows engineering stress as a function of engineering strain in Figure 9. 
Based on the compression test, Figure 9 shows material properties for elastic modu-
lus, compressive yield strength, ultimate compressive strength, compressibility, and 
so on. Figure 10 shows setup for uni-axial compression test in UTM for (1) Type 1 
and (2) Type 2 model.

For Type 1, the average values of material properties are elastic modulus is 
0.82GPa, compressive yield strength is 2.57 MPa, ultimate compressive strength 
is 12.44 MPa, and percent compressibility is 69%, approximately. For Type 2, the 
average values of material properties are elastic modulus is 0.69GPa, compressive 
yield strength is 2.29 MPa, ultimate compressive strength is 3.15 MPa, and com-
pressibility is 46%, approximately. Table 5 summarizes the material properties of 
core-filled or core-spaced model. It shows differences between Type 1 for core-filled 
model and Type 2 for core-spaced model about material properties. For Young’s 
modulus, core-filled model is higher 19.7%, compressive yield strength 12.2%, 
ultimate compressive strength 294.8%, and compressibility 51.6% than core-spaced 
model as summarized in Table 6.

9. Results

Material properties between core-filled model and core-spaced model are 
investigated. All models are based on aluminum alloy AlSi10Mg and they are made 
by the 3D printing DMLS technique. Finally, 4D cube models defined as core-
filled as Type 1 and core-spaced as Type 2 are tested by compression. Thus, Type 1 
shows a higher Young’s modulus, compressive yield strength, compressive ultimate 
compressive strength, and compressibility. The reason is that Type 1 can endure 
outer loads with a diagonal truss connected with inside hexagonal truss structure. 
However, Type 2 can be broken easily because they do not have a diagonal truss 
supporting. It is simply connected with outer or inner hexagonal structure with-
out a cross truss. Thus, Type 1 shows a general shape of compressive tested line on 
Figure 9.

However, Type 2 shows an elastic line, yield, plateau, and up down line in 
Figure 9 as in test 3 and test 4. Here, the interest is in the up down line. When it is 
tracked by broken specimens, it is identified as a reason; that is, when specimens are 
made by the 3D printing DMLS skill, laser melt metal powder at first and then the 

Type Sample 

number

Material properties

Young’s 

modulus 

(GPa)

Compressive 

yield strength 

(MPa)

Ultimate 

compressive 

strength (MPa)

Compressibility 

(%)

1 Test 3 0.92 2.60 13.40 70

Test 4 0.72 2.54 11.47 68

Average 0.82 2.57 12.44 69

2 Test 1 0.71 2.29 3.22 42

Test 2 0.66 2.29 3.08 49

Average 0.69 2.29 3.15 46

Difference 19.7% 12.2% 294.8% 51.6%

Table 6. 
Material properties of Type 1, core-filled model, and Type 2, core-spaced model.
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melted metal is added on each side of the truss clot by clot. Thus, each clot does not 
create perfect solid shape and it is not precisely connected with each truss. These 
are shown in Figure 9. Therefore, due to these reasons, material properties for 4D 
cube models made by the 3D printing DMLS skill show lower than solid material 
properties. Based on broken section in the sample (1) or (2) shown in Figure 11, 
there shows two issues. One is that melted metals are not connected with each 
other like a solid precisely. Due to this reason, connected sections in each model as 
Type 1 or Type 2 are easily broken after outer loading. These are shown as arrows 
in Figure 11(1) and (2). The other one is there shows a space in additive layer when 
additive manufacturing makes a shape of specimen. Because of the space in the 
additive layer, each truss created by melted metals does not have enough to support 
outer loadings.

10. Conclusion

This chapter focused on finding material properties for two models defined 
as core-filled model, Type 1, and core-spaced model, Type 2, created by the 3D 
printing direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) technique. The models use alumi-
num alloy AlSi10Mg powder with a skill of direct laser sintering. After the uniaxial 
compressive test, it is proved that core-filled model has an elastic modulus of 
19.7%, compressive yield strength of 12.2%, ultimate strength of 294.8%, and 
percentage of elongation of 11% higher than core-spaced model. It also shows 
core-filled model have a higher strength but core-spaced model shows a lower 
strength after compression. There shows two issues that melted metals by DMLS 
skill are not connected with each other like a solid precisely and there shows a 
space in additive layer when additive manufacturing makes a shape of specimen. 
These issues are the main reasons for weaker strength or lower elastic modulus in 
the models. It is hoped that the two models be made sandwich core structure and 
then the structure be investigated more deeply. In nearby future, it is hope that 3D 
printing techniques such as FDM [8, 10], SLS [9], DLP [7, 8], SLA [11, 13], LOM 
[11, 14], SL [14], MPSL [14], 3DP [14], FFF [15, 16], or DMLS [17, 18] are applied 
into making hypercube models and then it is to do the testing to check what is the 
differences of mechanical properties are. In addition, it is expected that hypercube 
models are applied into make a sandwich panel and then they are to be obtained 
to find mechanical properties. Finally, it is hope that the sandwich panels will be 
approved to be selected as one of aerospace materials.

Figure 11. 
Crushed samples shown as arrows: (1) core-filled model. (2) core-spaced model.
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